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"God’s world of peace is realized with married families at the center."
- True Parents

Don't Miss Your Chance to Join the
Parents Matching Convocation in New Jersey!
Sept. 13–14
“I left the convocation knowledgeable and confident that this is a matching
process that works.” - Parent
The PMC is a great opportunity for parents to understand the matching process,
learn from families who have had successful matching experiences, network with
other families, and consider possible matching candidates.

REGISTER NOW

How to Make an
Outstanding Matching
Profile
First impressions are everything when it
comes to matching profiles—they could
make or break a potentially beautiful
relationship...
READ ARTICLE

Be Displayed at the
PMC!—Create a Profile
on BFMatch.org
Be sure to get yourself out there before
the upcoming PMC by completing your
Matching Profile before September 1!

START YOUR PROFILE

Article: A Good Marriage
Requires Courage of the
Heart
Linda and Charlie Bloom define courage
as an action based on our heart’s truth
and deepest values. And they explain
why courage is an essential aspect of
marriage and why relationships are not
for sissies...
READ ARTICLE

Article: Helping Our
Children Fall in Love
with the Outdoors
Recent research indicates that
experiences in nature are essential for
healthy growth. Regular exposure to
nature can help relieve stress,
depression, and attention deficits...
READ ARTICLE

HighNoon Highlights
| Weekly Newsletter
Here's what High Noon has been up to
this week! Be sure to subscribe to their
newsletter!

CHECK IT OUT!

School of Love
Highlights | Weekly
Newsletter
Here's what School of Love has been up
to this week! Be sure to subscribe to
their newsletter!

CHECK IT OUT!

Follow us on Facebook!

